
TOP 
TIPS FOR 

USING CYCLING 

INFRASTRUCTURE
BE AWARE OF 

HAZARDS EVEN 

W
HEN RIDING IN 

DEDICATED CYCLING 

INFRASTRUCTURE

Be aware especially at 

junctions where drivers 

may be turning left  across 

a cycle lane.  Check behind 

on approach to junctions.

REMEMBER, 

PEDESTRIANS ALWAYS 

HAVE PRIORITY ON 

SHARED PATHS

LET PEOPLE KNOW
 YOU 

ARE THERE

UNDERSTAND W
HO HAS 

PRIORITY IF THE CYCLE 

LANE CROSSES A ROAD

Give pedestrians and slower 

cyclists room when overtaking. 

On shared paths pedestrians 

have priority. Only pass cyclists 

and pedestrians if you can give 

them plenty of space Overtake 

slowly.

A friendly bell ring or polite 

greeting can let pedestrians 

know you are behind them 

and would like to pass without 

startling them.

Make sure you know who goes 

first where a cycle lane crosses 

a road. If you have priority make 

eye contact with people using 

the road to ensure that they 

have seen you.
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NEGOTIATE W
ITH OTHER 

ROAD USERS IN SHARED 

SPACES

ENSURE THAT YOU 

UNDERSTAND NEW
 SIGNS 

AND ROAD MARKINGS

USE INFRASTRUCTURE

TO ENHANCE YOUR 

JOURNEY

GET SOME RIDING

SKILLS TRAINING

RIDE AT A SPEED 

APPROPRIATE TO THE 

ENVIRONMENT

THINK POSITIONING, 

AWARENESS AND 

COMMUNICATION W
HEN 

USING CYCLE LANES

It may not be clear who has

priority in shared spaces or at 

unmarked junctions. Slow down, 

make eye contact communicate 

with others.

Understand new signs and 

markings (such as the sign for 2 

stage right turns) which may not be 

in The Highway Code. Familiarise 

yourself with signs that indicate 

spaces where you can share paths 

and pavements with walkers.

You are not legally obliged to 

use cycle lanes. Risk assess 

your route to decide which 

infrastructure is best and 

offers a lower risk journey.

Consider taking training that

will cover cycling on-road  

and on new infrastructure.

Ride slowly and anticipate 

behaviour particularly where 

pedestrians are likely to step 

onto the cycle lane to cross the 

road. Look out for pedestrians at 

low level cycle traffic signals and 

floating bus stops. 

Ride away from the kerb in the 

middle of the cycle lane to ensure 

faster riders give you enough 

space when overtaking. Check 

back to ensure riders behind 

have seen you and signal your 

intentions early.

www.lcc.org.uk

T: 020 7234 9310
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10. London 

Cycling Campain 

is a 11,500-strong 

membership charity, 

making sure that everyone 

who cycles, or wants to 

cycle, has a voice in 

Greater London.


